Prakruti Mitra Award 2019
Brahma Kumari, Centre Incharge of I.S.R.O Layout Bangalore was honoured with the "Prakruti Mitra Award" by BNM Institute of Technology, Banashankari & Heritage Trust(R), Basavanagudi on the occasion of ‘Srishti Sambhrama 2019’, the Earth Mother Festival on 14th Sept'2019 at Mathrushree Sushila Devi R Maanay Auditorium, BNMIT, BSK 2nd Stage for their Outstanding Contribution in conducting practical awareness programs aiming conservation of Natural Heritage on earth in various schools, colleges, software companies & Govt offices of Bangalore Karnataka under "Green India Clean India" Project Program, Brahma Kumaris.

The Honour was bestowed by Sri. Punati Sridhar, IFS, Principal Chief Conservator of Forests (PCCF) and (HoFF) Head of Forest Force, Karnataka, Sri Narayan Rao R Maanay Trustee & Secretary - BNMIT and Smt Vijayalakshmi V Secretary of Heritage club.

Many VIPs were present during the Occasion.
B N M Institute of Technology
Banashankari 2nd Stage, Bengaluru-560070
& Heritage Trust (R)
Basavanagudi, Bengaluru

Cordially invite you to the Inauguration of
Srishti Sambhrama 2019
...the Earth Mother Festival
An insight into our Natural Heritage
& presentation of
Prakrti Mitra Awards

Date : Saturday, 14th September 2019
Venue : Mathrushree Sushila Devi R Maanay Auditorium, BNMIT
27th Cross, 12th Main,
BSK 2nd Stage,
Bengaluru-560 070

Chief Guest
Sri. Punathi Sridhar, IFS
PCCF and HoFF, Karnataka.

Presided by
Sri. Narayan Rao R Maanay
Trustee & Secretary - BNMIT

Invitees are requested to be seated in the auditorium before 9.45am
This Prakriti Mitra Award bestowed by BNMI Institute of Technology, Nanakpura 2nd Stage, Bangalore 560070 and Heritage, a non-profit NGO to Sister Megha Deep

serving in Brahmakumari Ishwari Vishwa Vidhyalaya for over 30 years at ISRO Layout, Bangalore as a Rajayoga Practitioner having extensive research in the role of Spiritual values in this ever changing world and who is dedicated to the principles conservation of environment based on 5 main Principles, Living with simplicity, Buying compassionately, Using economically, Learning continuously and Sharing generously. She along with her organisation of Brahmakumaris have strived hard to bring awareness among lalok of people regarding plastic as health hazard and for changing the consciousness of the youth and reconnecting them with the inner spirit in making the world a clean, healthy and safer place to live where humans and other creatures can live in harmony with nature.

While acknowledging the dedication of Sister Megha Deep and associates at their World renowned Spiritual organisation, Brahmakumari Ishwari Vishwa Vidhyalaya for their unflinching and relentless work exhibiting abundance of affection and empathy to wild life, Environment and consequently to Mother Earth, we present this Prakriti Mitra Award and a Citation with honour and pride. on this day, the 14th September 2019 at BNMI Institute of Technology Campus, Bangalore during Sri Sath Sai Sanstha Parayan...the Earth Mother Festival 2019.
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